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Performance!Nxt Release 12.7051 
 

Flowserve is pleased to announce the latest release of Performance!Nxt, the industry’s 
foremost Control Valve Sizing, Selection and Project Management Software. Following 
are details about new product/features and enhancements implemented in this release. 
 
Issues resolved 
 
20458: In MegaStream, access control has been implemented for custom hole size (dho 
& dhi), If user has access then he would be able to see “other” in the Hole Designation 
dropdown. On selecting “other” an editable text field is available for user to enter custom 
hole size. 
 
20210: We have added a No Sensor option to Pressure sensor range attribute in the 
positioner details of the StarPac 3. When the No Sensors value is selected following 
attribute will be rule blocked: Thermocouple/Mounting, Pressure Sensor Material, 
Sensor Gasket Material, Sensor Mounting Configuration and Differential Pressure 
Sensor  
 
“Remote mounted” option is now available under Positioner Feedback for StarPac 3. 
 
20568: Performance!Nxt users were not able to make print of stroke time sheet in 
Network version of Performance!Nxt. This issue is resolved now.  
 
20199 & 20704: Performance!Nxt users reported that for Valtek GS & FlowTop the 
positioner is getting checked by default for on-off trim characteristic and they were not 
able to remove the positioner. This issue is resolved.   
 
20680: For Maxflo 4 valve, if user selects estimated stroke in degree and prints a spec 
sheet, it showed the UOM in degrees but the numeric value printed in “%” open value.     
This issue is resolved. 
 
20335: A user reported that when returning to valve manager from sizing screen, the 
valve is highlighted but not selected (checkbox). This issue is fixed now.  
Tag/record will be highlighted as well as 'checked' on exit of Sizing, Specification and 
Actuator window 
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20743: For MaxFlo 4, the New NR actuator sizes were kept as default for all sites. As 
per the new change request, old NR actuator needs to be kept as default. This change 
has been implemented in Performance!Nxt. 
 
20684: In Mark One, Cryogenic extension lengths were displaying incorrectly based on 
size/pressure class considering the body material dependency. This issue is resolved 
now. Now the Cryogenic extension lengths are getting displayed properly. 
 
20518: Positioner mounting details were getting printed for Tek-Check even though 
Positioners not specified. This issue is resolved. 
 

 

 
Thanks to all who contributed to this release. 
 
 
 
Please continue to report all issues in our tracker: 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker 
 
 
 
Flowserve - Performance! Team 
performance@flowserve.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Disclaimer: Flowserve’s audit of Performance!Nxt Version 12.7051 determined that the resulting 
software output is consistent with industry standard calculations and Flowserve product design data. 
Flowserve welcomes reports of any error that might be discovered in the software and will promptly 
address each issue. 


